Walpole’s Panelled Heraldic Apartment at Strawberry Hill
Peter N. Lindfield

Strawberry Hill, Horace Walpole’s Gothic villa at Twickenham, was built over the
course of three major campaigns between 1748 and 1776. As one of the most
famous products of the Georgian Gothic Revival, the house, now under the care of
the Strawberry Hill Trust, has justifiably been subject to repeated scrutiny by
scholars: explored in studies devoted exclusively to the house, it has also been
addressed also within the broader contexts of the Gothic Revival, Georgian
architecture, design, literature and eighteenth-century medievalism.1 Michael
McCarthy’s Origins of the Gothic Revival (1987), Michael Snodin’s Horace Walpole’s
Strawberry Hill (2009), Marion Harney’s Place-Making for the Imagination: Horace
Walpole and Strawberry Hill (2013), and my monograph, Georgian Gothic:
Medievalist Architecture, Interiors and Furniture (2016), bring together new
interpretations of and evidence concerning the house, its architecture, collections
and imaginative connexions. Timothy Mowl, George Haggerty and Matthew Reeve
have also framed Walpole and his architectural project to various degrees in terms of
queer theory, regarding it and the buildings it immediately inspired as and the
product of a queer family romance.2 Kenneth Clark, who famously rejuvenated the
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study of the Gothic Revival in the early twentieth century, claimed as early as 1928
that ‘Strawberry Hill has been studied as least as much as it deserves’.3 Wilmarth
Sheldon Lewis, the indefatigable collector and executive editor of the magisterial
Yale edition of Horace Walpole’s Correspondence (1937–83), acquired almost every
piece of Walpoliana in existence in the twentieth century, using much of it as the
foundation for his important essay on Walpole’s villa in 1934;4 his collection has
been systematically surveyed and published by Michael McCarthy and Clive
Wainwright in their respective monographs on the Gothic Revival and the Romantic
interior.5 Given the rich and ever expanding corpus of work on Walpole and
Strawberry Hill, it thus seems unlikely that significant new pieces of evidence
concerning the most studied and written-about Gothic Revival building of its age can
materialise, and can illustrate a significantly different interpretation of and
engagement with medieval and historic aesthetics that articulate family pedigree.
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Undocumented and otherwise unknown manuscripts can, however, still come
to light: in this case, a collection of previously uncatalogued loose papers in the
Lewis Walpole Library, Farmington, Connecticut. These documents in Walpole’s
hand delineate a proposed though ultimately unrealised scheme for a panelled and
heraldically-ornamented room that, given its armorial embellishment, could only
make sense at Strawberry Hill.6 Along with a working drawing for this fugitive
proposal on the same size stock, the manuscripts also include, in Walpole’s hand,
genealogical tables tracing his pedigree back to Catherine Parr and William Cecil,
Lord Burleigh; Walpole’s own quartered coat of arms, captioned ‘My Arms’ and
inscribed with Walpole’s heraldic monogram, HW, surrounded by cross-crosslets
from his shield; the arms of Walpole’s nephew, George, third Earl of Orford; and the
24 coats of arms making up the quarterings of Catherine Hastings, wife of Philip, first
Earl of Chesterfield.7 Hastings’ arms were of interest to Walpole not least because
her quarterings comprise a significant number of noble and armigerous ancestors
from his maternal line, and the revised marshalling of these quarters—moving the
Nevil arms from the second to sixteenth position—reflects the manuscripts’ nature as
works-in-progress.8 This assemblage of fragmentary notes and working drawings on
loose sheets confirms and underscores what we already know about the importance
and relevance of heraldry, ancestry and pedigree to Walpole and Strawberry Hill, his
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villa self-consciously styled as the ‘castle […] of my ancestors’.9 The present essay
addresses three folios from this group of papers that relate directly to the hitherto
entirely unknown heraldic panelled room planned by Walpole.10
Much of the heraldry found at Strawberry Hill is drawn from Walpole’s paternal
line—Walpole was tremendously proud of his father’s achievements that saw him
rise from a minor member of the Norfolk gentry, he was known affectionately and
critically as the Norfolk squire, to become a peer, Britain’s first Prime Minister,
building an ostentatious country seat, Houghton Hall, Norfolk, that articulated his
political significance, and amassing an important art collection.11 The bias towards
Sir Robert’s armigerous ancestors in the decorative schemes at Strawberry Hill
ignores and displaces Walpole’s significantly more prestigious maternal ancestors,
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those that are traced back to Edward I in the Pedigree of Walpole to Explain the
Portraits and Coats of Arms at Strawberry Hill (1776).12 Illustrative of this paternal
bias are the 14 shields encircling Walpole’s personally differentiated arms on the
Library ceiling at Strawberry Hill:13 only three of these arms represent his mother’s
side of the family, two for Shorter and one for Isabella Birkett.14 And in the house’s
Armoury, a space, Walpole writes in 1753, that ‘bespeaks the chivalry of the ancient
lords of the castle’,15 the arms were exclusively from his paternal line—Peter
Fitzosbert (1275); a gartered Robsart shield (1443) for Sir Terry Robsart; Walpole’s
arms impaling Crane for Sir Edward Walpole (1660, although he was made a Knight
of the Bath a year later); and Ralph Walpole Bishop of Norwich and Ely (1299, for his
consecration at Ely). Also included in this collection of arms was one within a garter
representing his parents: the arms of Sir Robert (Walpole, Fitzosbert, Robsart,
Crane) impaled with Catherine Shorter’s (1, 4, Shorter: Or and Sable parted per
saltire, a bourdure counterchanged; 2, 3, Shorter: Sable, a Lion rampant or crowned
argent, between 3 battleaxes proper). But the heraldic ornament of the room shown
in Walpole’s drawing would have been very different from the executed schemes at
12
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his Gothic villa that were surveyed and depicted by the antiquarian topographer John
Carter in the 1780s.16
Across both sides of one sheet from this collection of manuscripts, Walpole
delineates 41 coats of arms that, we can assume, were to be applied to the room’s
panelling: a select group are numbered, seven of these are painted on laid paper as
if to draft the correct tinctures and metals, and John of Gaunt’s arms impaling those
of Catherine Swinford, which appears amongst these 41 arms, is represented as the
panelled room’s primary shield. Of these 41 coats of arms, the oldest are those of
Edward III, inscribed 1327 for the year of his accession, and William Montacute, Earl
of Salisbury, impaling Katherine Grandison, inscribed 1337 [1327] for the
approximate date of their marriage. Unlike most of the realised heraldry throughout
Strawberry Hill, only one of the armorials belonged to Walpole’s paternal ancestors,
that of Sir Terry Robsart whose arms is also represented in the Armoury. The
manuscript scheme also includes Sir Robert’s and Catherine Shorter’s arms
impaled, together with two shields belonging to Walpole’s married siblings: Robert,
second Earl of Orford, and Mary Rolle; and Mary Walpole and George, second Earl
of Cholmondeley, which brought the largely medieval and seventeenth-century
scheme up-to-date. Indeed, the multiple lines of pedigree connecting Walpole’s
mother to Edward III and William Montacute, Earl of Salisbury, are included in the
scheme. The panelled room’s form and heraldic decoration, as far as these
documents reveal, would have celebrated almost exclusively Walpole’s royal and
aristocratic lineage through his mother. This satisfied fully Walpole’s desire to
fashion Strawberry Hill as the castle of his ancestors; his aesthetic and intellectual
scheme would draw respect befitting his family’s newly-acquired status. These
16
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maternal arms take precedence over his father’s decidedly more pedestrian
ancestors, though the shift towards his father’s ancestors in the house’s executed
schemes, especially in the Library, the Armoury, and the State Apartment, almost
certainly responds to Walpole’s profound admiration for Sir Robert and his political,
cultural and aesthetic achievements; after all, it was Sir Robert rather than his wife
who propelled the family to the peerage.17
The panelled room’s scheme is important for several reasons, most notably
because there are precious few surviving designs by Walpole for his house, despite
him generating and collaborating with designers and architects on proposals for
Strawberry Hill’s ornament and fixtures, including the pair of pierglasses and suite of
eight black chairs for the Parlour, and the Round Room’s chimneypiece based upon
the shrine of St Edward the Confessor, Westminster Abbey.18 Walpole’s fugitive
design for the room is also significant because it is entirely unlike any other executed
or proposed scheme for the house, and its historicist, Romantic character is not
articulated by the otherwise inescapably Gothic and architectural fixtures and fittings
used throughout the rest of Strawberry Hill, including chimneypieces, vaulting,
windows, and furniture. The room’s historical character is, instead, conveyed
implicitly without the need for overt architectural ornament. It makes no architectural
concession, for example, to Richard Bentley’s dynamic chimneypieces that
imaginatively recompose medieval forms to generate decidedly original Georgian
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interpretations of Gothic motifs, such as the Parlour’s chimneypiece,19 or John
Chute’s largely rigorous antiquarian recreations of medieval exemplars, such as the
Library’s presses that he modelled upon one of the pulpitum doors at Old St Paul’s
Cathedral, London.20 Walpole’s proposal appears, therefore, to be an original
creation on his part, one that embraces the simplicity and genuine antiquity of
historical panelled rooms rather than the filigree encrustations and architectural
motifs found throughout the majority of the house’s public rooms, such as the
Entrance and Staircase Hall’s wallpaper modelled upon the tracery of Prince Arthur’s
Chantry Chapel, Worcester Cathedral.21
There is no information about the room beyond the drawing itself and the
associated collection of 41 shields: Walpole does not title or date the sketch, and no
mention of it is made in his correspondence; it is a phantom proposal for a room’s
scheme that, until now, we never knew existed. The door’s central position in the
drawing, assuming it reflects the house’s physical constraints, can only refer to a
select number of apartments, including the Round Room that terminates the house’s
first-floor State Apartment and was finished in 1771. Given that the Round Room
was originally projected as the State Bedchamber,22 this armorial display and rich,
historically-inspired wood panelling would not be entirely inappropriate to the room’s
presentation of the family’s heritage and status; a similarly enthusiastic eighteenth-
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century display of heraldry appears at Blickling Hall, Norfolk, for example.23 The
alternation of triglyphs and ogee quatrefoils in the room’s projected cornice matches
other Neoclassical-Gothic schemes found in fashionable design from the 1760s
onwards. These include the suite of Gothic chairs supplied to Lord Muncaster in
1784 by Gillows that was modelled upon Plate XVII from Thomas Chippendale’s The
Gentleman and Cabinet-Maker’s Director (1762), although the pattern was brought
up-to-date with 1780s fashion by the inclusion of triglyphs between each quatrefoil
on the seat rail.24 Similar vertical fluting was woven into Edward Edwards’ otherwise
largely Gothic cabinet-on-stand, ‘The Beauclerk Cabinet’, 1783–84, to display,
amongst other items, watercolours by Lady Diana Beauclerk, as well as lapis lazuli,
agates, enamels, and Wedgwood bas reliefs.25 Even Robert Adam’s 1767
chimneypiece for the Round Room, modelled upon the Cosmati-mosaic encrusted
surface of the shrine of St Edward the Confessor, Westminster Abbey, was a hybrid
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of Classical and Gothic forms.26 Two unrealised designs by Walpole for Round
Room stools also demonstrate how Classical columns (based upon those from
Abbot Islip’s table tomb, Westminster Abbey),27 William Kent-type vase legs,28 and a
fluted frieze could be incorporated into otherwise overtly Gothic furniture made
towards the end of Strawberry Hill’s construction and furnishing.29 These stylistic
similarities, and the progressively antiquarian character of Strawberry Hill’s later
apartments and façades, suggest that Walpole’s drawing occurs later in the house’s
development.
Certain aspects of the room’s design, however, resonate with forms employed
at the outset of the house’s creation, especially fittings and fixtures created by
Richard Bentley, of which Walpole was subsequently critical: ‘neither Mr. Bentley nor
my workmen has studied the science [of Gothic], and [that…] my house therefore is
but a sketch by beginners’.30 Although the room’s indisputably historic and
antiquarian panelling is unlike any other known proposal for the house, the
doorway’s ogee head and the panels’ oversized quatrefoils that encircle, frame and
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Gothicise the arms, are, nevertheless, consistent with Strawberry Hill’s exterior
decoration from the first programme of remodelling (1748–54).31 As Johann Heinrich
Müntz’s 1758 East View of Strawberry Hill Near Twickenham in Middlesex
demonstrates,32 the villa’s eastern and southern façades are punctuated by
quatrefoils, hipped ogee windows of the Venetian style and, just visible between the
trees, ogee-headed fenestration in the Breakfast Room’s bay window. These
parallels with Walpole’s design, especially the ogee-headed doorway that was not
executed at the house, suggest the drawing’s early place in the chronology of
Strawberry Hill’s evolution, especially so given that these highly decorative motifs do
not find equal purchase in the house’s subsequent expansion westwards between
1758 and 1762; the Gallery and Cloisters’ windows have much more restrained fourcentred arch heads.33 These characteristics suggest that the proposal dates to the
early 1750s. Indeed, the arms’ quatrefoil framing matches that employed for the
fourteen arms surrounding Walpole’s personal shield at the centre of the Library
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ceiling.34 The panelled room’s cornice, whilst corresponding with Neoclassical-Gothic
ornament at the house introduced from the 1760s, is entirely consistent with forms
and sources employed in the earliest Gothic part of the villa.
A close examination of Plate 36, Chimney Piece at Mr. Pelham’s at Esher,
from John Vardy’s Some Designs of Mr Inigo Jones and Mr Wm. Kent (1744),
reveals that the triglyph and ogee-quatrefoil feature in the entablature’s frieze.35
William Robinson followed Kent’s Esher design when he created Strawberry Hill’s
Breakfast Room chimneypiece, though the model was suitably modified with the
insertion of Walpole’s family crest, the Saracen’s head, under the central ogee arch.
Although Walpole initially approved of William Kent’s Gothic, especially at Esher—
‘Esher [Place] I have seen again twice […] and I prefer it to all villas, even
Southcote’s; Kent is Kentissime there’36—he later came to disapprove of the
architect’s recreation of medieval forms, and vehemently railed against his Gothic
work:

Kent’s genius was not universal, he has succeeded as ill in Gothic. The
[screen of the Court of the] King’s Bench at Westminster [Hall], and Mr.

34
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Pelham’s house at Esher [Place, Surrey], are proofs how little he conceived
either the principles or graces of that architecture.37

Walpole was equally derogatory of the plates in the 1751 edition of Edmund
Spenser’s The Faerie Queene that were based upon Kent’s drawings that exhibit his
personal reinterpretation and representation of Gothic forms:38

The first volume of Spenser is published with prints designed by Kent; but the
most execrable performance you ever beheld—the graving not worse than the
drawing: awkward knights, scrambling Unas, hills tumbling down themselves,
no variety of prospect39

This derision arises from Kent’s blending Gothic and Classical forms to create a type
of Classical Gothic, as exemplified by his book illustrations, such as ‘The Redcross
Knight Introduced by Duessa to the House of Pride’ for The Faerie Queene,40 as well
as his executed architecture, including at Esher Place. This Classical-Gothic style
was subsequently formalised in print by Batty Langley’s Ancient Architecture:
Restored and Improved (1741–42),41 and was subject to even more criticism by
37
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Walpole: he referred to it as ‘bastard Gothic’.42 Robinson’s chimneypiece in the
Breakfast Room inevitably reminded Walpole that he once approved of Kent’s work,
and his subsequent criticism of the architect’s work consequently impacted upon his
assessment of chimneypiece as well: it and the room’s ‘windows are not truly gothic,
but were designed by Mr. W. Robinson of the Board of Works, before there was any
design of farther improvements to the house’.43 At least a decade before Walpole
found Kent’s medievalist work and Robinson’s chimneypiece fatally compromised,
he appears to have not only subscribed to, but embraced directly, aspects of and
motifs from Kent’s designs and incorporated them within his own otherwise
antiquarian and historicist, non-architectural proposal for Strawberry Hill’s panelled
room.44 Kent’s personal style of Gothic clearly fell out of favour with Georgian
Britain’s arch Gothicist. However, the selection and combination of Classical and
Gothic motifs in Walpole’s design for the room reveals Kent’s more significant impact
upon Strawberry Hill and Walpole himself than has previously been realised.
Notwithstanding his criticism of Kent’s Gothic, Walpole later approved of Robert
Adam’s chimneypiece for Strawberry Hill’s Round Room; although modelled upon
the Cosmati-encrusted shrine of St Edward the Confessor, Adam, the most
fashionable Neoclassical architect of the day ‘improved’ upon it: ‘Mr Adam had
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drawn me a design a little in that style, prettier it is true, and at half the price’.45
Adam’s 1766 designs for the house, unlike Kent’s work, did not contravene
Walpole’s now cultivated interpretation of Gothic.
Attributing an early date to the panelled room’s scheme appears to be
confirmed by one of the coats of arms on the associated sheet of 41 shields: the
impaled arms of ‘Fr.[ancis] Ld Conway [and] Isabella Fitzroy’. Francis, Walpole’s
cousin, was created Viscount Beauchamp and Earl of Hertford on 3 August 1750,
these titles having recently become extinct by the death of Algernon Seymour,
seventh Duke of Somerset. After this elevation, Walpole’s and Lord Hertford’s
correspondence acknowledges Francis’ new rank:46 it is inconceivable that he would
have mis-inscribed his cousin’s title on the page of arms, which suggests the
scheme must date to before 3 August 1750. The drawing, given its early date,
appears to be a speculative proposal for one of the house’s reception rooms: the
Hall; the Waiting Room; or the Little Parlour. A panelled and heraldically ornamented
scheme would, of course, be entirely appropriate to such spaces, and would have
lent an historic and noble character to the villa, very much along the lines of the
Entrance Hall at Sir Walter Scott’s house, Abbotsford, Roxburghshire, and as
subsequently realised according to late 1840s medievalism by A.W.N. Pugin in the
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Cromwell Hall at Chirk Castle, Wrexham.47 Strawberry Hill’s reception rooms were
decorated ultimately with medieval-derived features, including chimneypieces and, in
the case of the Entrance and Staircase Hall, a fretwork balustrade and faux tracery
wallpaper. The Entrance and Staircase Hall’s Jacobean-inspired newel post
ornament—Walpole’s

antelope

supporter—would

have,

however,

resonated

particularly well with the proposed panelling. The panelled and heraldicallyornamented scheme is not without precedent, for it parallels numerous other historic
interiors such as the Servants’ Hall (formerly known as the Winter Parlour) at
Canons Ashby, Northamptonshire, as well as the great collegiate halls of Oxbridge,
and the ceiling of the Duke Humfrey’s Library, Oxford, c.1599.48 Canons Ashby is a
particularly relevant model for it was relevant to Walpole as Elizabeth, daughter of
Erasmus Dryden of Canons Ashby, married James Philipps of Tregibbye, who was
an ancestor of Walpole’s through his maternal line; Philipps’ arms were consequently
incorporated into Sir Robert’s and Catherine’s impaled quarterings in the frontispiece
to his copy of the 1784 Description of the Villa.49
It is very rare that a new design for Strawberry Hill, especially one by Walpole,
materialises. Its discovery is significant, particularly given the information it reveals
about the direction Walpole was taking Strawberry Hill’s interior aesthetic. It also
demonstrates his early interest and research into the significantly more distinguished
armigers on his mother’s side of the family that were ultimately dispensed with in
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favour of his far less impressive paternal armigerous ancestors; direct engagement
with Kent’s Gothic and the architect’s potentially more significant influence over the
house than is currently recognised; and a plan to create a suitably historic room
professing the nobility of Walpole’s ancestors, but without recourse to overwhelming
Gothic embellishment found elsewhere at the house. Although ultimately unrealised,
this proposal reflects Walpole’s distinctly original and early engagement with
historical interior aesthetics that contradicts what his gentleman architects forming
the ‘Strawberry Committee’ proposed for the house around the same time. He may
have never envisioned the increasingly sprawling and archaeologically-informed
Gothic villa when he started to create Strawberry Hill, if his assessment of
Robinson’s Breakfast Room work is to be believed, but Walpole appears to have
pursued a robust interest in antiquarian forms and heraldry almost from the start.

